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A R T I C L E I N F O A B S T R A C T

This paper analyses a multi-period single-item repairable inventory system with stochastic new
and warranty demands. We assume that newly-procured items are indistinguishable from items
repaired from repairable warranty returns and new demand has higher priority than warranty
demand within a period. Our model also captures the “ repair loss” in repairing returns in each
period. We formulate the problem by a dynamic programme, and prove that the optimal policy is
completely defined by three period-dependent thresholds: the purchase-up-to level, the repair-
up-to level, and the scrap-down-to level. Numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
optimal policy and show that our optimal strategy outperforms the repair-all strategy and no-
repair strategy. Managerial insights are also generated.
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1. Introduction

Product returns play an important role in the economy, especially in closed-loop supply chains. According to Blanchard (2005),
the annual retail value of returned goods in the U.S. in 2005 was estimated to be $100 billion. Since then, according to the US
National Retail Federation, the annual value of US consumer returns reach $260 billion in 2015 and $308 billion in 2019 (Appriss,
2015, 2019), representing a steady increase in the past dozen years. Processing a return is highly costly and could be 2 to 3 times that
of an outbound shipment (Stock et al., 2006) and returns can reduce profits by 5% to 6% for manufacturers (Douthit et al., 2011). That
might well be the reason why manufacturers and retailers who have to deal with product returns in the past often viewed them as an
evil. Driven by the “ consumer is king” attitude, more and more companies have adopted liberal product-return policies that allow
customers to return unwanted merchandise even without defects. With the advent of the Internet, online sales often engender a
higher rate of product returns, sometimes exceeding 30% (Cui et al., 2020a). To survive in the era of e-commerce, manufacturers
must integrate product-return processes with their existing forward supply-chain processes because retailers may simply pass along
product returns to manufacturers and the substantial real costs of returns are borne by manufacturers in many instances (Cui et al.,
2020b). An effective product returns strategy could significantly reduce costs, and provide revenue enhancements, service level
improvements and even a competitive advantage, see Thierry et al. (1995), Choi et al. (2004, 2008), Shulman (2015), Nageswaran
et al. (2020), etc.

Warranty, which is essentially a contract between companies and customers on the purchase of products, is one marketing
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strategy prevalent for many products. A company sells customers new products, which are under warranty within a warranty period.
When a product breaks down or the customer doesn’t want that product for any reason within the period, the customer may return it
to the company for a replacement. The company then provides a replacement unit (either a repaired unit or a new one) to that
customer, see Thomas and Rao (1999), Gallego et al. (2014), Ashayeri et al. (2015), Calmon and Graves (2017), and the references
therein for review. For many product types, repaired items are acceptable as the norm in satisfying warranty demand. Due to the
difference between the actual repairing lead-time and the promised lead-time for warranty claims, it is often not the case that
customers receive the exact repaired version of the unit returned. Therefore, the company faces new product demand as well as
warranty demand, with new demand usually ranking higher in priority than warranty demand within a time period. Thus, a company
has two options on hand to satisfy these two types of demands. One way is to procure new products and the other is to repair
warranty returns. We assume customers are unable to distinguish between new products and repaired products. While not applicable
for all product types, this assumption is reasonable and reflects actual practice for technical products, such as toner cartridges, single-
use cameras, electronic devices, tires and auto-parts, hard goods and home improvement items. According to Appriss (2019), the
return rate for auto parts is 19.9% and for home improvement store sales is 10.3% in 2019. The company actively repairs those
warranty returns since repairing costs are less than purchasing costs. Due to the high variability and interaction among new customer
demands, warranty demands and product returns, the company has to coordinate the decisions between procurement of new pro-
ducts and repairing of product returns in each period. The resulting joint sourcing and multi-category inventory (serviceable and
repairable) management problem that arises turns out to be inherently complex and notoriously challenging.

This research is motivated by the operations of a large pedal electric cycle (pedelec) producer in China, which runs a bike-sharing
business together with bike-sharing operators. The pedelec producer provides repair services for among other things, driving units of
the pedelecs for the bike-sharing operators. All broken down driving units are shipped to the distribution center of the pedelec
producer, which operates a digitalized inventory control system, for the replenishment of stock as well as the returned units. The
bike-sharing operators in the business are indifferent between a new product and a repaired product, because the pedelec producer
provides long-term or even lifetime warranty contracts to the bike-sharing operators, and the end customers (i.e., citizens) are not
even aware whether the driving unit is a new or a repaired product. As mentioned, this assumption of perfect substitution between a
repaired product and a new product is justifiable for many products and is made in previous studies, such as Simpson (1978),
Inderfurth (1997), DeCroix et al. (2005), DeCroix (2006), Zhou et al. (2011), Sun et al. (2020), etc.

In this paper, we consider a multi-period single-item repairable inventory system with stochastic new and warranty demands. To
solve a multi-period problem, we utilize a powerful approach, namely the method of dynamic programming. This method, which is
originated by R. Bellman in the early 1950s, is a mathematical technique for making a sequence of interrelated decisions, and can be
applied to many optimization problem, including multi-period inventory models.

The literature on closed-loop supply chains and environmental sustainability is vast. The reader can refer to recent articles that
review operations management research on closed-loop supply chains and sustainability, and provide new research opportunities
(Lee and Tang, 2018, Agrawal et al., 2019).

This work contributes to the literature on periodic-review production planning and inventory control with repairing. In periodic
inventory models, the system status is reviewed at evenly-spaced time intervals. For an overview of research on production planning
and inventory control under stochastic demand, see Zipkin (2000) and Axsater (2015). Nahmias (1981) and Cho and Parlar (1991)
provided excellent reviews on mathematical models of repairable inventory systems. One can also refer to Toktay et al. (2000), Chan
et al. (2017), Atasu et al. (2020). Simpson (1978) was the first to investigate the repairable inventory problem with random new
demands and returns. His results were extended to multi-echelon remanufacturing systems by Decroix and his co-authors. DeCroix
et al. (2005) studied a serial supply chain where product returns join new products directly in stock, without the need for re-
manufacturing. They showed that an echelon base-stock policy is optimal. DeCroix (2006) extended the model to a serial multi-
echelon supply chain. He showed that if product recovery occurs at the most upstream stage, the optimal policy at that stage inherits
the basic structural properties of the simpler systems investigated by Simpson (1978); the optimal policy for downstream stages is a
simple echelon base-stock policy. More recently, Mitra (2012) considered a two-echelon supply chain with correlated demands and
returns and developed deterministic and stochastic models under generalized cost structures. This work quantified cost savings for
the availability of demand and return information.

A different literature stream explores models in which items are returned directly to serviceable inventory, as opposed to the
stream reviewed above that studies models with necessity to distinguish between serviceable inventories and repairable inventories,
see Cohen et al. (1980), Kelle and Silver (1989), Wagner and Whitin (1958).

However, all of these research works focus on the fulfilment of end demands. They do not take warranty demands and new
demands into consideration simultaneously. Our model is essentially an extension and generation of the models arising in the
following papers. Khawam et al. (2007) studied a periodic, single-location, inventory system dedicated to warranty returns. They
formulated several models involving many complexities (random warranty claims, three sources of supply, random flows for returned
products, etc.). They derived near-optimal inventory-control policies in such a complex environment by using well-developed
heuristics. Our model has relatively fewer complexities, but we incorporate new demand along with warranty demand and derive an
optimal inventory policy. Huang et al. (2008) studied a system under periodic review, focusing on new demands along with warranty
demands. The new demand is independent in each period and the warranty demands are essentially forecasted demands dependent
on the number and age of the items under warranty. They derived an optimal base-stock ordering policy where the base-stock level
depends on the information of warranty demands. However, they do not take repairs into consideration in the model. More recently,
Calmon and Graves (2017) examined a finite-horizon discrete-time stochastic model for the repairable inventory system faced by an
electronics retailer. In the model, failed devices are returned for repair and the inventory is then used to serve warranty claims or sold
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Table 1
Comparison of features of our model and previous research.

Repairs
considered

Fulfiment of both new demands
and warranty demands

Demand
priority

Optimal policy
derived

Simpson (1978)
DeCroix (2006)
Khawam et al. (2007)
Huang et al. (2008)
Zhou et al. (2011)
Calmon and Graves (2017)
Sun et al. (2020)
This paper

yes no no yes
yes no no yes
yes no no no
no yes no yes
yes no no yes
yes no no yes
yes no no yes
yes yes yes yes

through a side-sales channel. Assuming the replacement requests in each period follow a non-stationary stochastic process, they
characterized the structure of the optimal policy for this problem and introduced an algorithm to calculate optimal sell-down levels.
In their set-up, new demand is not taken into account and backlogging is not allowed. Table 1 compares the features of the model
studied in this paper with previous related research.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

i. We propose a model of repairable inventory system with new and warranty demands, which reflects perfect substitution of supply
sources, demand priority, “ repair loss” and properties on the processes of purchasing and repairing, while carefully-chosen un-
certainties are introduced into the inventory system, such that the complexity does not ruin tractability. The model is applicable
for the inventory control of repairable warranty products, such as auto-parts, driving units and other hard goods.

ii. We identify the optimal inventory replenishment and disposal policies for the investigated system and prove the optimal policy is
completely defined by three period-dependent thresholds: the purchase-up-to level; the repair-up-to level; the scrap-down-to
level. As far as we know, this paper is the first to provide the optimal policy for such type of inventory system in the repairable
inventory literature. Our numerical study shows that our optimal policy outperforms other strategies.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives our newly proposed model of inventory system with stochastic new
and warranty demands. Section 3 derives the main result of this work: the optimal policy of the concerned inventory system. Section
4 presents a numerical illustration of our model and a computational study to show its effectiveness. Section 5 concludes the paper.
All proofs of the key results are provided in the Appendix.

2. Model of inventory system with new and warranty demand

2.1. Model assumptions

In the system studied in this paper, the company faces stochastic new product demand D as well as warranty demand R (i.e., R
units are returned to the company) in each period n. Let D.n( R, D) be their known joint probability density function (pdf). We do not
assume any particular relationship (i.e., dependence) between new demand and warranty demand within a period nor between
warranty demand in one period with new demand in an earlier prior. This assumption of rather loosely-coupled relationship between
new-product demand and warranty demand reflects the situation where products sold are widespread and numerous and thus a
specific product return can rarely be assigned back to a specific demand occurrence, due to the long time lag and a large population of
customers (see Fleischmann et al. , 1997). Many models in the literature stream (e.g. Simpson, 1978, Inderfurth, 1997, DeCroix et al.,
2005, DeCroix, 2006, Zhou et al., 2011, Sun et al., 2020) assume independent stochastic processes between new demand and product
returns, though any joint probability distribution for demand and returns is admissible in principle. We refer the reader to recent
articles that study the correlation between demands/sales and product returns (Cui et al., 2020a, Chou et al., 2020, Shi, 2019).

Further, we assume new demand has a higher priority over warranty demand within a period in the model. In other words, the
company chooses to satisfy new demand required by new customers rather than warranty demand from previous customers when
serviceable products are available but insufficient to meet both demands. Such type of prioritised operation is widely practiced.
Unsatisfied demand (both new and warranty demand) for the serviceable products is fully backlogged. Since new demand has to be
satisfied first, then it is sound to make the assumption that the unit penalty cost incurred from new demand backlogged pn is higher
than the unit penalty charge for warranty demand backlogged pw (i.e., pn > pw ) in the first period when backlogging occurs.

However, in the subsequent period, we do not differentiate between the backlog due to new demand and the backlog of warranty
demand. The justification of this assumption is as follows. Since a returned product may need to be repaired, the warranty customer
may accept that a serviceable (replacement) item is not immediately available, unlike a new customer. However, if backlogging
occurs for more than one period, the warranty customer may be just as impatient (or even more so) as a new customer to get the
product, based on his expectation under the warranty contract. Thus, the unit cost of backlogging warranty demand is assumed to be
identical with the unit cost of backlogging new demand in subsequent periods.

The company has to hold two types of inventory (serviceable units and repairable but no yet repaired units). The serviceable
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inventory can be replenished by purchasing new items and/or repairing repairable returns to serviceable quality (with perfect
substitutability). Repairable inventory is replenished by warranty returns. However, repairing returns might well result in failure and
we capture this “ repair loss” in the model. We do not consider issues of repairing failure propagation though. We refer the reader to
recent articles that examine state-of-the art supply chain reliance models and issues of failure propagation (Hosseini et al., 2019,
Goldbeck et al., 2020). If too many returns are available, we have an option to junk returned units with zero salvage value. Within the
period, the serviceable inventory is used to satisfy realised new demand. In the meantime, the warranty returns are collected from
customers thus adding to the level of warranty demand for the current period and repairable inventory for future periods..

We assume perfect substitution between a repaired product and a new product in the hybrid inventory system as appeared in
previous studies (Simpson (1978), Inderfurth (1997), DeCroix et al. (2005), DeCroix (2006), and Zhou et al. (2011)). We also assume
zero lead-time for the purchasing, repairing and junking processes. Note that the serviceable products are thus immediately delivered
once purchasing and repairing decisions are made. This assumption also follows the models in Simpson (1978), Inderfurth (1997),
DeCroix et al. (2005), DeCroix (2006), Zhou et al. (2011), etc. In fact, Inderfurth (1997) derives that, under the identical lead time
assumption, the system can be transformed into an equivalent model with zero lead-time by introducing inventory positions instead
of inventory levels. He also points out that the growing dimensionality of the underlying Markov model prohibits a simple control
policy if lead times are not identical.

In the model, the repairing process is not guaranteed to be successful due to quality variations of product returns. We capture
“ repair loss” by a coefficient (3n (0 < (3n 1), which is the ratio of units repaired successfully (to become serviceable) to return units
undergoing the repairing process in period n. We assume that repairing returns costs less than purchasing new items, otherwise
repairing would never be economical.

2.2. Event sequence in a period

The event sequence of the inventory system is as follows. In the beginning of period n, the company observes the serviceable
inventory level and the aggregate serviceable and effectively repairable inventory level (i.e., the sum level of serviceable
inventory and effectively repairable inventory), which are the state variables in the model.

Then the company purchases new units for a constant price (c) per unit, and/or repairs wn units (at per unit cost of r) of returns
available in the repairable inventory (obtaining w„ = (3nwn serviceable units when factoring in “ repair loss” ), and/or junks returns in
the repairable inventory with zero salvage value. The purchasing, repairing and junking occur instantaneously. The serviceable
products are thus immediately adding to the serviceable inventory once purchasing and/or repairing decisions are made.

At the end of each period, after first meeting new demand and the backlogged demand (if any), the warranty demand is satisfied
when the company has leftover serviceable inventory, and all costs are incurred. The remaining serviceable inventory incurs a unit
holding cost of hs per unit per period. The repairable inventory incurs a holding cost of hr. Unsatisfied new and warranty demand are
fully backlogged, at costs of pn and pw per unit per period respectively. The processes, goods-flows, and stocking points of this single-
item reparable inventory system with new and warranty demands are visualised in Fig. 1.

We further make the following assumptions:

i. c > -J-, f°r all n > which shows repairing is more economical than purchasing new units.
ii. hr > 0, which guarantees the feasibility of junking the repairable returns.

iii. c — Y cc - ( c - - jr— ) - which shows the cost saving by repairing one unit in this period (the left side of the inequation) cannot
Pn Pn— 1 Pn

be lower than the cost saving by holding one unit and then repairing it in the next period to meet demand (the right side) given

I s1 n Jn New demand DServiceable
Purchase

Aggregate
I a > J a1 n Jn

Repair effectively

Wn Warranty
demand RPn

Warranty
returns R

Junk
Repairable

Repair loss: 1- f)n

Fig. 1. Single-item repairable inventory system with new and warranty demands.
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the discount factor ct (0 < a < 1). This implies that repairs should not be deferred,

iv. pn > pw > hs; it costs more to backlog new demand than backlog warranty demand and it is irrational to backlog demand when
serviceable items are available in the inventory.

2.3. Dynamic programming model

Let D, R) be the one-period holding and shortage cost function associated with the available serviceable inventory level I,
new demand D and warranty demand R, that is:

X (! - D - R )
D, R ) = pw ( D + R - I )

Pn ( D — I ) + pwR if D > I

if D + R I
if D I and R I - D

Further, let Ln( I ) denote the expected one-period holding and shortage cost function associated with the serviceable inventory I ,
which can be written as

Ln ( I ) = EJSrn ( I , D, R ) (1)

~^s f o f oI-D ( I - D - R )Q.n( D, R )dRdD

+ Pw fo CD ( D + R - I )an( D, R )dRdD

+ JTJ? IPn (D - D + P„R ] tin( D, R )dRdD

It can been shown that:

Proposition 2.1. The expected holding and shortage costs associated with serviceable inventory in each period n , Ln ( I ), is a convex function
in I.

Proof: See Appendix.
Thus, convexity still holds for the one-period expected holding and shortage costs associated with serviceable inventory defined in

our model which accounts for demand priority, just as for the conventional one-period shortage and holding costs.
We formulate the investigated problem as a dynamic programme. The objective is to find the optimal purchasing/repairing/

disposal policies to minimise the expected discounted cost-to-go function, which incorporates variable repairing and procurement
costs, inventory holding costs for returned and serviceable items, backlogging costs, and disposal costs over the planning horizon.

Table 2 lists the notation for the key parameters of the model. Other variables and notation will be defined and introduced as
needed in the presentation of the model.

Table 2
Notation for the model.

Notation Related to Process ( )

unit purchase cost of new product
quantity of warranty returns to be repaired in period n
fraction of serviceable products obtained from repairing returned units in period n
units of serviceable products obtained by repairing in period n (= (3nwn )
unit repairing cost

Notation Related to Inventories
the starting serviceable inventory level for period n
the starting aggregate serviceable and effectively repairable inventory level for period n
the ending serviceable inventory level for period n
the ending aggregate serviceable and effectively repairable inventory level for period n
unit holding cost of serviceable inventory per period
unit holding cost of repairable leftover inventory per period

Notation Related to Demands, Returns and Backlogs
new demand
warranty demand
joint probability density function in period n
unit penalty cost incurred from new demand backlogged
unit penalty charge for warranty demand backlogged

Notation Related to Dynamic Programming Model

expected holding and shortage costs associated with serviceable inventory I in period n
time discoimt factor (0 < a < 1)
optimal expected cost-to-go function for period n, given starting inventories I* and
expected cost-to-go function for period n, given decisions wn, J* and J„

c
w„
Pn
Wn
r

In
Dn
4
Jn
hs
hr

D
R
nn( R, D)

Pn
Pw

Ln ( D
a
ft.02.0
Gn(wn,4,4)
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We use the number of serviceable products successfully repaired (w„) (note that wn = (3n\vn when factoring in “ repair loss” ), the
serviceable inventory level after decision making ( JS ) and the aggregate serviceable and effectively repairable inventory level after
decision making ( JS ) as the decision variables in the model. Let gn( I„, 1° ) denote the optimal expected cost-to-go function for periods
n , n - 1, • • •,1 given initial serviceable inventory J* and aggregate serviceable and effectively repairable inventory level IS , where the
periods are numbered in decreasing order, i.e., period n — 1 is subsequent to period n in time. Thus, given the discount factor a
(0 < a < 1), we formulate the problem as the stochastic dynamic programme ( DP ), as follows:

&,(#.O = min JHJn - In - Wn ) + ~w„+ - JS )
wn3nJn Pn Pn

+ Ln( Jn ) + aElgn-lVl ~ D ~ R, J°n ~ D - (1 - ft.j)*)]}

s. t.g0a0
s, is ) = o

In 0

(2)

(3)

Jn ~ In ~ Wn 0 (4)

(5)\vn 0

JS - JS + Wn IS - IS
The expected discounted cost-to-go function incorporates the purchasing cost (c-(J* — IS - wn)), the repairing cost Cj- - w„), the

Pn

holding cost for repairable leftover inventory Ur'US ~ •©» the one-period expected holding and shortage costs associated with
Pn

serviceable inventory ( Ln( JS ) ), the discounted optimal expected cost-to-go function for the next period
(aE\gn_Un - D — R, JS — D — ( 1 — ftn _ f )R)) and the possible disposal costs (here assumed to be 0). Constraint (2) represents the
terminal cost function. Constraint (3) guarantees non-negativity of repairable inventory levels after decision making. Constraint
(4)— (6) guarantee the feasibility of purchasing, repairing and junking. Note that when IS is negative, it represents that there is
backlogged demand.

Let rn = I- and h" = and let
Pn Pn

Gn ( wn, JS , JS ) = ( rn - c )- wn + (c - h?)JS + Ln( JS )

+ h?JS + ctE [gn^ ( JS - D - R, JS - D - (1 - p^R) ]

if we take actions as wn, JS , JS , then the dynamic programming problem can be written as

O = min {Gn (w„, Jsn, /“ )} - c-/„s,
WnJnJn

(6)

( DP ):

subject to constraints (2)-(6).

3. Optimal policy

In this section, to find the optimal policy of the proposed inventory system, we first derive some properties of functions Gn and gn.
We then present our main results (i.e., Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1) about the optimal policy.
Proposition 3.1. Gn (\vn, JS , JS ) is strictly decreasing in wn for given JS and JS.

Proposition 3.1 demonstrates that there is never a trade-off between repairing and purchasing and it is a wise decision to repair as
much as you can (instead of purchasing) for a given “ target” ending inventory of JS and This is consistent with the assumption that
repairing is more economical than purchasing new units. The proof is given in the Appendix.

Thus, given JS and JS , wn = m i n — IS , JS — IS + IS ~ IS1 due to constraints (3)— (6). Substituting the two terms into
Gn (\vn, JS , JS ) respectively, we define

GgCfc J?) = Q.W - rn, rn, JS ) = («- - K ).J* + LMD + K -K
+ ccElg^W - D - R, JS - D - (1- /3„_,)R)1 - (r" - c )-V„

and
r'l ( j s ( T S _ T S , r a _ r a T S T A\
'-'n J n J^-’n\Jn *n ' 1n J n' J n' J n'

=<rn - h?)- JS + Ln( JS ) + (c - rn )-JS + hS -JS
+aE [gn_

l ( JS - D - R, JS - D - (1 - /?„_ ,)£)]
~( rn - C )- IS - ( c - rnflS

We note that constraint (4) and constraint (6) are not binding at the same time. When constraint (4) is tight, it implies a junking
decision but no purchasing at all; when constraint (6) is tight, it implies a purchasing decision but no junking. Clearly, it does not
make sense to make a decision of purchasing new units and junking warranty returns simultaneously. Therefore, GS represents the
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value of Gn (w„, J„, J° ) when junking occurs and constraint (4) is binding, whereas G,J represents the value of Gn(wn, J„, /“ ) when new
items are purchased and constraint (6) is binding.

We next show that these functions are convex with respect to their arguments.

Lemma 3.1. For (DP), if gn_
l ( Is, Ia ) is convex in Is and Ia, then the following holds:

1. Gn(wn, J„, J° ) is convex in wn, J* and J° , and both G„(J*, /“ ) and Gn ( J„, JH ) are convex in J„ and J".
2. g„X ,O is convex in Isn and J“ .

Proof: See Appendix.

Proposition 3.2. Given the dynamic programming formulation ( DP ), the following properties hold true for all n = N , N - 1, • • •,!.

i. G„( J„, is non-decreasing in J".
ii. gn ( I„, 1° ) can be decomposed as gn(/*, /“ ) = + h “ (/“ ), where both h„( I„) and h% ( I% ) are univariate convex functions.

dgnOnJn )iii. * "̂ - c

Given J*, the value (/“ - J„) represents the ending inventory of repairable inventory. When constraint (6) is binding, there is no
junking, so increase in J° , hence increase in (/“ - J* ) is due to less repairing. Therefore, the first statement of Proposition 3.2 states
that the expected discounted cost-to-go function increases when you repair less, purchase more and make no junking as implied by
increasing J° and binding constraint (6).

The third statement implies that the marginal cost saving of the optimal expected cost-to-go function by increasing one unit of
effectively repairable inventory must be less than the unit cost saving by repairing instead of purchasing. The intuition is as follows.
Any additional repairable inventory can be repaired in the current period and used to meet demand, leading to a saving of c - rn.
Otherwise, this inventory is carried over to future periods (incurring holding costs) or junked (and cannot be used to meet future
demand), and thus cannot achieve a higher (discounted) savings than the former case. See Appendix for the proof.

According to the second statement, we rewrite G,\( J* , J° ) and G„( J° , J° ) as:

G„‘(/„s, X ) = (r" - + Ln ( J° ) + ctElh^W - D - R ) ]

+ K -rn + - D - (1 -&_,)*)] - 0"- c)-4s

and

G2(/„s, J“ ) = (r" - h?)X + LMD + «E { hZ_,a„s - D - R ) ]

+ (c - r" ) X + h?-J£ + aE [ K_iW - D - (1 - j5„_,)i?)]

- (r" - c )X - (e - r" )X (7)

The optimization problem ( DP ) can then be further re-cast as ( DP' ):

gn ( In > O = minfmin G,!(J£, /“ ), min G„2(Jns, /“ )} - c-J*
•M

subject to constraints (2)-(6).
For convenience, we introduce the following functions.

QnQn ) = ( rn - KX + Ln( JSn ) + - D - R) ]

Qn’aUD = KX + «E - D - (1-&_,)*)]

Qn -aUn ) = (c - rn )-JH + KX + «E [ hZ_,(/“ - D - (1- /3„_
1)/?)]

Then,

Gln(Jl Jan )=QSnUn ) + Qn^Qn ) ~ (r" - cfl* ,

G2(Js, /„a)=ms) + Q*a(.x ) - (rn - c )x - (c - nx-
Suggested by Proposition 3.2, we propose the definition of the following constants:

5n = argminJG2(J, J ) = argmin7{Q*(J) + Q^a ( J ) ] (8)

0„= argmin G*(J, •) = argmin G„2 (J, •) = argmin Q* ( J )
j j j

fn = argmin G„( - J ) = argmin Q„’a (J )

= max{£, 6n ]

( 9 )

(10)

(ID
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5n is a threshold of the purchase-up-to level, which achieves the minimum of the expected discounted cost-to-go function when
you only make appropriate purchasing decisions. Note that G„( J , J ) implies the decision of no junking and repairing all.

6n is a threshold of the repair-up-to level, which achieves the minimum of the expected discounted cost-to-go function when you
only make appropriate repairing decisions. Note that (9) implies the decision of no junking and no purchasing.
\n is a threshold of the scrap-down-to level, which achieves the minimum of the expected discounted cost-to-go function when you

make appropriate decisions of junking and repairing. Note that implies the decision of no purchasing.
These constants are uniquely defined due to the special structure (convexity) of the functions involved. It is also evident that

6n from (11). See Lin (2014) for details.

Lemma 3.2. 6n 5n.
Given the finite-horizon dynamic programming model ( DP ) and the definition of constants above, we can find the optimal

replenishment and disposal policies, described as follows.
Theorem 3.1. The optimal replenishment and disposal policies in each period of the finite-horizon dynamic programming problem ( DP ) are as
follows.

' in l f i:> 0n

en i f 4 < en , ian > en
In V Sn In < &n

Sn if In < Sn

J S ( J S T d\
Jn\1n> 1n )

In In > In
In ‘f In < In’ In In
In if Sn J° <
Sn f K < Sn

Ta ( Ts Ta ) =Jn vvj’ *n J

f In On
Wn( Ii,O =\On ~ In V 4 < ft., 4 0n

ian - 4 if 4 < en
o

/ »

Effectively
Repairable
Inventory

T -O Repair some
& scrap some

Region D Scrap
some0n

Repair some
Region B

Region E \ Scrap all
repairable

Repair all
Sn

Region A\
RegionX

ik xRepai. x „
all &
purchasb^ nothing
new
Region G

\ y
Region C

y
Serviceable
Inventory )5

n
Fig. 2. Optimal policy.
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where the three constants (5n, 9n and %n ) are defined by (8 )-(ll ).
The regions and their corresponding optimal actions are shown in Fig. 2. The arrows map the beginning inventory level (/*, 1° )

into the optimal inventory level ((/*)*, (J“ )*) by taking optimal repairing, and/or purchasing and/or junking actions before the
realization of demands and the occurrence of warranty returns in each period n. More specifically, a decision maker first looks at the
serviceable inventory level (/*) in the beginning of each period n. If the serviceable inventory level is less than 6n (i.e., I* < 6n ), he
tries to repair units to bring serviceable inventory level up to 6n . If the level of serviceable inventory still lies below 5n after repairing,
he further purchases new product until the serviceable inventory level goes up to 5n. After these decisions, he observes the combined
inventory level (of serviceable and effectively-repairable units). If the combined inventory has potential in generating serviceable
inventory level greater than when factoring in “ repair loss” , he junks repairable units until that potential goes down to %n.

4. Numerical study

In this section, we report on our numerical results. We first illustrate the derivation of the thresholds of the optimal strategy in
detail. We then conduct an extensive numerical comparison of the performance of a repair-all strategy, a no-repair strategy, and the
optimal strategy we derived in Section 3, and find that the optimal strategy performs the best. The numerical analysis also provides
some managerial insights.

4.1. Parameter settings

In our numerical study of the multi-period single-item repairable inventory system, we assume that new demand is independent of
warranty demand both in the current period and in the following periods. In particular, we set new demand to be Poisson distributed
with a mean of 10 in each period, i.e., Dn-Poisson( 10 ). Warranty demand is also Poisson distributed with a mean of 2 in each period,
i.e., Rn-Poisson ( 2). The repair-loss ratio, /3, which is the ratio of units repaired successfully (to become serviceable) to return units
undergoing the repairing process as defined above, is set to be 1. This value setting facilitates the numerical computations but still
captures the main features of the model.

The other settings of system parameters are listed in Table 3. We consider two combinations of parameter settings: Base Case and
Alternative Case. Note that the values of parameters relevant to new products (i.e., c, pn and hs ) are higher to some extent in the
Alternative Case compared to that of the Base Case.

4.2. Computing thresholds of optimal strategy

4.2.1. Numerical example
We first illustrate the detailed process of how to compute the optimal thresholds. Firstly, we examine the one-period problem. In

this problem, the terminal cost is assumed to be zero. By using analytical solutions indicated by Eq. (8) to Eq. (11), we find the three
thresholds (i.e., = 12, Q { = 14, and = 14) of the one-period problem with parameters as indicated in Table 3. Once we get the
three thresholds of optimal strategy, we are able to calculate the optimal costs of the one-period problem for the final period given its
possible starting state variables, and store them for use in analyzing a two-period problem.

Then, we study the two-period problem for period 2 and 1. By using analytical solutions from Eq. (8) to Eq. (11) and the optimal
costs of the one-period problem we have stored, we can find the three thresholds (i.e., S2 = 15, 02 = 22, and = 29) for period 2.
Once we obtain these thresholds of optimal strategy, we are able to calculate the optimal costs of the two-period problem given its
possible starting state variables, and can record and use them for an analysis of a three-period problem.

The process goes on until the original problem (i.e., the N-periodproblem) is solved.

4.2.2. Result analysis
The thresholds of the example problem are depicted in Table 4. Note that the three thresholds do not change from the sixth period

in the Base Case and it also occurs in the Alternative Case but from the seventh period.
From Table 4, we see that the purchase-up-to level ^ of the one-period problem in the Alternative Case is lower than that of the

Base Case. This can be attributed to the fact that the purchasing cost in the Alternative Case is significantly higher compared to the

Table 3
System parameters.

Parameter Value (Base Case) Value (Alternative Case)

10 15
5 5

30 35Pn
20 20Pw

1K l
hs 2 3

0.8 0.9

9
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Table 4
Thresholds of the optimal policy.

Threshold Base Case Alternative Case

12 115,
14 140i
14 146
15 15<52
22 2402
29 28£2

15 15<53
28 3103

13 38 38

15 15<54
28 3604
45 46£4

<5s 15 15
28 3905
50 53£5

15 15<56
28 3906
51 58&
15 15<57
28 3907
51 60£7

Base Case. This may also explain why the repair-up-to level 6n of the multi-period problem in the Alternative Case tends to be higher
compared to the Base Case. The result that the dispose-down-to level of the two-period problem in the Alternative Case is lower
than that of the Base Case can be attributed to the different values of the discount factor. However, the purchasing cost plays a
dominant role as the time planning horizon becomes longer. It results in higher dispose-down-to level in the Alternative Case from the
fourth period compared to that of the Base Case as indicated in Table 4. Intuitively, the threshold 5 can be considered as the target
minimum serviceable inventory that should be made available to meet demand (even if it means purchasing new items). The value of
5 reflects the cost trade-off between purchasing, holding and backorder costs. However, when repairable returns are available, the
target threshold of serviceable inventory level for each period for meeting demand increases to 6. From Table 4, we can see that this
value is double that of 5,or even higher in the Alternative Case. (The gap between 5 and 6 becomes smaller as one approaches the end
of the planning horizon because there are fewer demand periods to look ahead.) The managerial implication is that if returns are
available for repairing to serviceable units, the company can keep a higher safety stock and offer better service to potential customers
(both new and warranty). Table 4 also shows that the threshold f is 50 to 80 percent higher than G (again the gap being smaller
towards the end of the planning horizon). The implication is again that it is worthwhile to keep excess repairable inventory (although
for these items, it is not necessary to repair them to serviceable level yet). Having these repairable items on-hand would also reduce
the cost of meeting demand, since repairing is cheaper than purchasing, and the company should junk these returned items only if the
inventory level is in excess of f .

4.3. Comparison of different strategies

In this section, we demonstrate the value of optimal policy by comparing its performance (i.e., costs incurred) with that of two
commonly practised heuristic policies: repair-all strategy and no-repair strategy. A company which adopts a repair-all strategy tries to
repair all returns available to serviceable units and will purchase up to a certain level (e.g., purchase-up-to level) when there is not
sufficient serviceable units on hand after repairing. A company which adopts a no-repair strategy will neglect those returns and add
the serviceable units to its inventory up to a certain level only by purchasing. Both heuristic policies exist in the industry and it is
worthwhile to compare the performance of these strategies to the optimal strategy derived in this paper.

4.3.1. Experimental design
We perform a simulation study to compare the threes strategies. Parameters in the experiment are set according to the Base Case

as listed in Table 3. Since the three threshold values do not change from the sixth period onwards in our numerical example in Section
4.2, we set the planning horizon to be six periods (i.e., n = 6). The initial states are as specified in Table 5. Note that seven settings of
the initial inventory levels are considered with each initial setting being located in one of the seven separate regions depicted in

10
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Table 5
Initial states of inventory levels.

States 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5 15 20 25 35 40 60/6S

10 20 40 55 50 55 70J6

Fig. 1.
The simulation runs by following exactly the event sequence as described in Section 2.2. For each simulation run for a given initial

state, each of the three different strategies (i.e. optimal strategy, repair-all strategy, and no-repair strategy) determines their re-
spective inventory control actions in the beginning of each period, whereby specifying the corresponding value of the decision
variables J„, J" and \vn. Then the demands (new demand and warranty demand) are randomly realised from Poisson processes with a
parameter of 10 (for new demand) and 2 (for warranty demand), respectively.

For each initial state, we run the simulation 100 times. Then we calculate the average cost incurred over the 100 runs. The
average performances over the seven possible initial states for the three strategies are summarised in Table 6. The numbers in
parentheses denote in percentage terms the excess cost of the other two strategies compared to the optimal strategy developed in this
paper.

From Table 6 we can see that the optimal strategy derived performs the best and the no-repair strategy performs the worst. Thus,
it is of great necessity and profit for a company to take repairing seriously. Moreover, we find that the repair-all strategy performs
well but not optimal. When too many repairable returns are available on hand, it is wise to dispose some. The No-Repair Strategy
means that new items are purchased to meet both new and warranty demand, and it is the most expensive strategy. The results
indicate that for products that can be repaired to serviceable level at a cost lower than new purchases, it is worthwhile for companies
to offer a warranty policy and accept returned items (for repairing). Furthermore, Table 6 indicates that the three-threshold policy
developed in this paper is superior to the Repair-all Strategy. By having the flexibility to maintain a pool of repairable inventory (and
only repairing them when serviceable inventory is too low), a company can gain cost savings since repairing is cheaper than pur-
chasing, and offer a high service level in terms of product availability to its customers.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we study a multi-period single-item repairable inventory system with new and warranty demands. The company
faces stochastic new product demand and warranty demand with a known joint probability density function. New demand has higher
priority than warranty demand within a period. Thus, new demand is fulfilled first when limited serviceable inventory is available.
Unsatisfied demand due to unavailability of serviceable inventory is fully backlogged in each period. We do differentiate the backlog
of new demand between the backlog of warranty demand in the current period but do not differentiate between them in subsequent
periods.

The company has to hold two inventories (i.e.serviceable inventory and repairable inventory) when facing new demand as well
as warranty demand. The serviceable inventory can be replenished by purchasing new items and/or repairing repairable returns. We
assume perfect substitutability between new items and repaired items. The lead-time of both processes are assumed to be zero. We
also assume that purchasing items costs more than repairing. Repairable inventory is replenished by warranty returns. However,
repairing returns might well result in failure and we capture this “ repair loss” in the model. If too many returns are available, we have
an option to junk returned units with zero salvage value.

The objective is to find the optimal purchasing, repairing, disposal policies to minimise the expected discounted cost-to-go
function, which incorporates variable repairing and procurement costs,inventory holding costs for returned items and serviceable
items, backlogging costs, and disposal costs, over the planning horizon. We formulate the investigated problem as a dynamic pro-
gramming problem. We determine and prove the optimal policy which is completely defined by three-period dependent thresholds:
5n, the purchase-up-to level; Gn, the repair-up-to level; and %n , the scrap-down-to level.

We conduct detailed numerical experiments to illustrate our proposed model and the corresponding optimal policy above.

Table 6
Cost comparison of different strategies.

Optimal Strategy Repair-all strategy No-repair strategyInitial state (J|, /£ )

(5,10)
(15,20)
(20,40)
(25.55)
(35,50)
(40.55)
(60,70)

738.87
621.64
545.67
510.95
469.76
435.76
405.79

742.73 (0.52)
633.26 (1.87)
572.86 (4.98)
575.95 (12.72)
510.72 (8.72)
485.77 (11.48)
519.77 (28.09)

818.53 (10.78)
712.27 (14.58)
654.22 (19.89)
621.63 (21.66)
555.49 (18.25)
494.54 (13.49)
435.27 (7.26)

Average 532.6343 577.2943 (8.38) 613.1357 (15.11)
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Numerical results show that our optimal strategy outperforms other commonly used strategies in practice. Our results indicate that
for products that can be repaired to serviceable quality at a cost lower than new purchase, it is beneficial for companies to offer a
returns policy. They can offer a higher service level (product availability) at lower costs and also promote a more enviromentally-
friendly brand image as well.

Although our model captured many issues of repairable inventory management faced by many companies and we characterise the
optimal policies for the problem, there are a number of possible extensions worth pursuing that can further deepen our understanding
of management of repairable inventory with new and warranty demands.

First, lead time issue has to be taken into account in more practical problems. We predict that results similar to Inderfurth (1997)
can be derived for our model.

Second, we consider perfect substitutability between repaired items and new items. It is more realistic to consider one-way
substitution (i.e., new items can replace repaired items but not vice versa.). Then, the problem becomes more complex and the
optimal policies are not simple at all in the setting of periodic review. A few papers deal with the issue of one-way substitution in the
setting of hybrid systems. Inderfurth (2004) studied a single-period problem with stochastic product returns and stochastic new
demand, and showed that the optimal policy was characterized by two simple ‘order-up-to-levels’ and also by two more complex
‘order-up-to-functions’ under strictly proportional variable costs and revenue. Pineyro and Viera (2010) examined the economic lot-
sizing problem with remanufacturing and one-way substitution as a mixed integer linear programming problem. They showed that
the problem was NP-hard even under particular cost structures and developed heuristics to find a near-optimal solution.

Returns have many sources. We only consider warranty returns in our model. It is interesting to incorporate other return sources
into the model, since more and more governments urge companies to collect certain amount of products sold and more companies
take the initiative to collect various returns for further use. It is also a common practice for firms to provide trade-in rebates that
encourage customers to return their used products (Zhang and Zhang, 2018).

The issue of dependence of product returns and past sales is important and worthy of further investigation.The study of inter-
action between the inventory control policy and warranty policy would be both theoretically and practically interesting and is also
worthy of further exploration.
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Appendix A

A.l . Lemma A.1 (Leibnitz’s Rule)

Let Fit ) = x, y )dydx , then

=CCf 0(L x, u( t , x ) )^dx

- fit , x , lit , x ) )^dx+^ft_ 3L(Q p
d t J l

u (t ,U (t ) f ( t , U ( t ), y )dy
u ( t ,L( t )

KtMO f ( t , L( t ), y )dy

Proof of Proposition 2.1. We use Leibnitz’s Rule to obtain the first and the second derivatives of L„(7).

K ( I ) = hs f‘ f‘~D Q„(D, R )dRdD- p w f‘ f“ D
Q„iD, R )dRdD

+ Pw /„“ ROnil , R )dR+ fT" /” i-pn )Cl„iD, R )dRdD

~ f0°° PwROniI , R )dR

ft I /»00

KiD = (hs + pj fo C„(D, / - D )dD + {pn - pj fQ Qn(I, R )dR 0

Since this second derivative is non-negative, Ln ( I ) is a convex function in I.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. It is easy to see this proposition is true given J„ and J°, since G„(vv„, J„s, /“ ) contains only a linear item

( rn - c )-wn relative to \vn and rn — c < 0.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. Firstly, gn_ lQ„ — D — R, J° — D — (1 — fin_ ^)R ) is convex in J„, JS given D and R, since the composition of
convex and affine functions remains convex. Next, E [ gn_ x ( JS - D - R, J° - D - (1 - /3„_

1) -R ) ] is convex in J* and since the lim-
iting linear combinations of convex functions remain convex. Gn(wn, J„, JS ), as a linear combination of affine functions and convex
functions, remains convex in wn, J* and Similarly, G*(/*, JS ) and G^(J„S, JS ) are convex in J„ and JS as well. Secondly, since the
feasible region defined by constraints (3)— (6) forms a convex set, gn (/*, IS ) preserves convexity in I* and IS by the following theorem
(see Porteus, 2002).

Theorem A.2 (Convexity Preservation under Minimization) If X is a convex set, Y (x) is a nonempty set for every x E X , the set
C := {(x, y) lx E X , y E Y (x)} is a convex set, g(x, y ) is a convex function on C ,/ (x) := infVG y (x)g (x, y ), and / (x) > — oo for every x E X ,
then f is a convex function on X.

Since g0 (/o, IS ) = 0 for any 1$ and IS and is obviously convex, then Gn(wn, JS ) , G„( JS , JS ), GS ( JS , JS ) and gn ( lS , IS ) are all convex
for all n by Lemma 3.1 and by induction.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. By contradiction. Assume Gn < 5n . Then, ,) QS ($n ) by the definition of 6n and QS'a ( @n ) Qn'a ( 5n ) by the
properties of Q„a ( JS ) implied by the first statement of Proposition 3.2. Adding the two, it follows that
Q*(0fI ) + Qn ’a (6/i ) Q« (5„) + Q„2’a (<5„), which violates the definition of the constant 5n.

Proof of Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1. We prove Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1 together by induction. First, we show that
in the ending period (n = 1), G 2( Jy , J? ) is non-decreasing in if (the first statement of Proposition 3.2), g0 ( lS , fo ) can be decomposed

r° — c (the third statement ofinto the sum of two univariate convex functions (the second statement of Proposition 3.2 and
Proposition 3.2). Then we prove the optimality of actions specified by Theorem 3.1, assuming that the first statement of Proposition
3.2 in a period n is true and the second statement of Proposition 3.2 and the third statement of Proposition in the period n — 1 are also
true. The proof of the Theorem also implies that the second and third statements of Proposition 3.2 hold in period n. Finally, we show
the first statement is verified to be true in period n + 1.

It is easy to see that statements (2) and (3) of Proposition 3.2 is true for period 0. Since g0(JQ, JS ) = 0, it implies

= 0 r° — c and there exists a function hS ( IS ) = 0 and a function hS ( IS ) = 0 ,both of which are univariate convex functionsdig
and satisfy g0 (lS , JS ) = hS (lS ) + hS ( lS ) = 0- G?( Jf , if ) can also be reduced as follows.

Gi2W,Wr1- h}).J{ + LJC© + (c - rVf
+hfj? - (r1 - c)-/f - (c - r1)-!?

which is non-decreasing in Jf since c — rl > 0 and hf > 0.
Next, we assume that G%(JS, JS ) is non-decreasing in J, K-1

where both hS-i (iS-i ) and hS-i(lS-i ) are univariate convex functions. We note that the constants defined by (8)-(ll) satisfy

n-1 - C and gn_
i(lS-1 , IS-I) = hS-iQS-i ) + K-\<JS-\)>rn ’

0n 5n due to Lemma 3.2. Now, we try to verify that the actions specified by Theorem 3.1 are optimal. We check the optimality
of the actions region by region. In the mean time, we explicitly obtain the minimum expected cost-to-go function (i.e., gn( lS , IS ) ) and

dgnOnJn )the partial derivatives of g„(/M\ IS ) with respect to (i.e.,
ha( - ) and n on all variables and functions.

). The subscripts, unless otherwise indicated, are n — 1 on hs ( - ) anddig

Region A (le., Is f)
For dynamic programme ( DP ), we consider the minima of Gl ( Js , Ja ) (with Ia Ja ) and G2( JS , Ja ) (with Ia Ja ) respectively. First
we consider Gl ( Js, Ja ) = QS ( JS ) + Q [

' a ( Ja ) — ( r — c )- Is. Note that QS ( JS ) is non-decreasing in Js when Js Is i; 6 due to the
convexity of QS ( JS ) and the definition of 6. QlM ( Ja ) is non-decreasing in Ja when Ja Js Is t; due to the convexity of Ql'a (Ja )
and the definition of f . Thus, accounting for constraint (3)-(6) and the fact that Ia Ja , it is optimally to set (Js )* = ( Ja )* = Is,
which implies

Gl ( Is, F )=c - Is + L( Is ) + ccE [hs( Is - D - R ) ]
+ctE [ ha ( F - D - ( l - pn_ x )R ]

Next, consider G2 ( JS , Ja ) = QS ( JS ) + Q2,a ( Ja ) - ( rn — c )- Is — ( c - rn ) - Ia. Note that QS ( JS ) is non-decreasing in Js when
Js Is 6 due to the convexity of QS ( JS ) and the definition of 6 . Q2,a ( Ja ) is non-decreasing in Ja by assumption. Using
constraints (3)-(6) and that Ia ^ Ja, it is also optimal to take ( Js )* = Is and ( Ja )* = Ia. Comparing Gl( Is, Is ) and
G2( IS , Ia ), G2( IS , Ia ) G2( IS , Is ) = Gl (Is, Is ) (the inequality holds true since Q2'a ( Ja ) is non-decreasing in Ja ). Hence, by taking
actions ( Js )* = ( Ja )* = Is and w* = 0, we get

g ( Is, Ia ) = Gl ( Is, Is ) - c- F = L( IS )+
aE [hs( Is - D - R ) ] + aE\ha ( Is - D - (1- fr^ JR ]

Obviously,
hS ( Is ) = L( IS ) + ccE [hs ( Is — D — i?) ] + aE [ ha ( F — D — (1 — ^n

_
l )R] and hS ( Ia ) = 0, both of which are univariate convex func-

tions. Finally,
Region B (Le., G ^ Is < f and Ia % )

be decomposed g ( I\Ia ) = hS ( Is ) + hS ( Ia ) by lettingg ( Is, Ia ) can as

dg (lsJa ) = 0 > rn — c.dia
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This region becomes null when 6 = f (i.e., f G ). We only need to consider £ = f > 6.
Similar to Region A, we also explicitly derive the respective minima of Gl ( Is, Ia) and G2 (7S, 7a ) for (DP') and compare them to get
gUs, ffl) .
First, GL (7S, 7a) = QS(7S) + Q1,a (7a) — (rn - c)-7s(with /a 7a). Note that QS(7S) is non-decreasing in 7s when Js 7s G due to
the convexity of QS ( JS ) and the definition of 6 . Q1,Q (7a) achieves its minimum at Ja = Thus, applying constraints (3)-(6) and the
condition Ia Ja , it is optimal to set Js = Is , Ja = f , which implies

Gl ( Is, f )=<c - h?)- Is + L(7S) + a£[hs(7s - D - R ) ]
<xE [ha( Z - D - ( 1 -

Next, G2(7S, 7a) = QS(7S) -l- Q2>a (Ja) — (rn — c)*7s — (c — /*n ) -7a (with Ia 7a). Note that QS(7S) is non-decreasing in 7s when
7s Is 0 due to the convexity of QS(7S) and the definition of G. Q2' a (Ja) is non-decreasing in Ja by assumption. Applying
constraints (3)-(6) and the condition Ia 7°, it is optimal to set (7s)* = Is and (7a)* = Ia.
Comparing, G2(7S, Ia) G2 (7S, Is ) = G [ ( IS , Is ) Gl ( Is, f ). The first inequality holds true since Q2,a (7a) is non-decreasing in Ja and
the second inequality is true as well due to the definition of f (f = f in this case). Then, it is optimal to take actions 7s = Is, Ja = J
and w* = 0, which implies

g (7s, 7a) = Gl ( Is, f ) - c-7s = — h ” -7s -I- L(7S) + hrn-l-
+ aE [hs( Is - D - R ) ] + aE [ ha ( i; - D - (1 -

Obviously, g(7s, 7a) can be decomposed as g ( Is, 7a) = hs(7s) + h°( Ia) by letting h *( Is ) = -h" - Is + L ( IS ) + ocE [ hs ( Is — D — R ) ] and
h“ ( Ia ) = + aE [ha (£ — D - (1 - jSn _

j)P], both of which are univariate convex functions. Finally,
Region C ( Le., G Is < f and Ia < i; )

XV XV

This region becomes null when 6 = f (i.e., f 0). We only need to consider f = f > 6.
First, G* (7S, 7a) = QS ( JS ) + Q1,a (7a) — (rn - c)-7s(with 7a 7a). Note that QS ( JS ) is non-decreasing in 7s when Js 7s 6 due to
the convexity of QS (JS) and the definition of 6. Q1 >a (7a) is non-increasing in Ja when Ja Ia < f due to the convexity of Ql'a ( Ja )
and the definition of f . Thus, applying constraints (3)-(6) and the condition Ia 7a, it is optimal to take (7s)* = Is, (Ja)* = Ia,
which implies

d g V s,I a ) = 0 > rn - c.d i a

G1( IS , IaMc - hrnyis + L (7s) + aE [ hs (F - D - R ) ]
+h? - Ia + ccE { ha ( Ia - D - (1 - ^_

j)P]

Then, G2 ( JS , Ja) = QS ( JS ) + Q2’a ( Ja ) - ( rn — c )- Is — ( c — r” )-7a (with 7a 7a). Note that QS ( JS ) is non-decreasing in 7s when
7s Is G due to the convexity of QS ( JS ) and the definition of G. Q2,a ( Ja ) is non-decreasing in 7° by the assumption. Again,
constraints (3)-(6) and Ia Ja implies that it is optimal to set (7s)* = Is and (7a)* = 7a, which generates the same result as
Gl ( Is, Ia ) (i.e., G1( IS , Ia ) = G2( Is, Ia )l
So, by taking optimal actions (7s)* = 7s, (7°)* = Ia and w* = 0, we get

g ( Is, Ia )=— - Is + L (7s) + aE [ hs ( Is - D - R ) ]
+h?- F + aE [ ha ( Ia - D - (1 - P^ R]

which can be decomposed as hs ( Is ) + h° ( Ia ) by letting hs( Is ) = -h? - Is + L ( IS ) + aE [ hs ( Is — D — R ) ]
hZ ( Ia ) = hrn - Ia + aE [ ha(F - D - (\ - Pn_ x )R\, both of which

dIa V + cc ( rn~ } — c ) ( rn - c) (the third statement of Proposition 3.2).
Region D ( Le., Is < G and Ia % )
First, G1(7S, Ja) = QS ( JS) + Q1,a (7a) — ( rn — c)-7s(with Ia ^ 7a). Note that QS ( JS) achieves its minimum at 7s = G. Q [

'a ( Ja) achieves
its minimum at Ja = J. Thus, applying constraints (3)-(6)and the condition Ia Ja means that it is optimal to set
(7s)* = G, (Ja)* = f , which implies

Gl ( G, f ) = (rn - h? ) - G + 1(0) + aD[/is(0 - £> - £)] +

and
functions. Also,univariateare convex

d g (l s.l a )

+ ccE [ ha ( ^ - D - (1 - P^R ] - ( r" - c )‘Is

Next, G2( JS , Ja) = QS ( JS ) -I- Q2'a ( Ja) — (r” — c)-7s — (c — r” )-7a (with Ia ^ 7a ). Note that QS (7S) achieves its minimum at 7s = 0.
Q2'a ( Ja) is non-decreasing in 7a by assumption. Again, constraints (3)-(6)and the condition Ia Ja implies that it is optimal to set
(7s)* = G , (7°)* = Ia.
Comparing, G2(6 , Ia ) = GA (0, 7a) ^ Gl ( G,|), since Qi'a (7a) achieves its minimum at Ja = £. Thus, by taking the optimal actions
(.7s)* = G, ( JaT = f and iv* = G — 7s, we get
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g(r, n= G 1 (6 , f ) - c-r = (rn - hrnye + 1(0) +

+ aE [ hs (G - D - R ) ] + aE [ ha ( % - D - (1 - & _,)£] - rnIs

K (is ) + K (ia ) h* ( Is ) = -rnIsClearly,
h“ ( Ia ) = (rn — h? )-6 + L (0) + aE [ hs (G — D — i?)] + + ccE [ha ( j; — D — (1 — /?„_

j )R ], both of which are univariate convex
n be decomposed by letting andcan as

dg ( IsJ“ )functions. Furthermore,
Region E ( Le., Is < 6 and G Ia <

A

This region becomes null when G = f (i.e., f 6); thus, we only need to consider f > 6 .
First, Gl ( Js , Ja) = QS(7S) + Q1,a (7a) — (rn — c)-/s(with Ia Ja). Note that QS(7S) achieves its minimum at 7s = 0. Q1,a (Ja) is non-
increasing in Ja when Ja Ia < % due to the convexity of Ql ,a ( Ja ) and the definition of £.Thus, applying constraints (3)-(6)and
using Ia Ja , it is optimal to set (7s)* = 6 , (Ja)* = Ia , which implies

= 0 ( rn — c).dia

Gl(0, Ia ) = ( rn - h? ye +1(0) + aE[hs(0 - D - R ) ]

4- h?- Ia + ccE\ha ( Ia - D - (1 - )R ] - ( rn - c ) Is.

Then, G2(7S, Ja) = QS(7S) -I- Q2,a (7a) — (rn - c) Js — (c — rn)- /a (with Ia 7a). Note that QS(7S) achieves its minimum at 7s = 0.
Q2,a (7a) is non-decreasing in 7° by assumption. Applying constraints (3)-(6)and the condition Ia Ja means that it is optimal to
set (7s)* = 0 and (7a)* = Ia. In this case, G2(0, Ia) = Gl (0, 7a). Thus, by taking the optimal actions (7s)* = 0, (7a)* = Ja and— rn- Is + (rn - h" )-6 +1(0) + aEl/is(0 — D — i?) J and

univariate
c^)^^composed as h *(7s) + /? “ (/“ ) by letting /i„s(7s) =

/i “ (/a) = hrn-7a 4- o E p p (7a - D - (l b o t h of which
dg (IdIa ) Hr(V a{tty (thi& sta£)nrenF(iJ Proposition 3.2).

functions. Also,are convex

Region F (i.e., Is < 6 and 5 Ia < 6 )
First, G* (7S, Ja ) = 0s (7s) + QIa (7a) - ( rn - c)-7s(with Ia 7a). Note that QS(7S) is non-increasing in 7s when Js Ja 7“ < 6 due
to the convexity ^C^^ an^^p^e^iition^ofS-d?10^) is_ nQp-jpcreasing in Ju when 7U 7“ < 0 £ due to the convexity of
Ql a (Ja ) and me definition ofg.Thus, applying constraints r3)-(6) and 7U Ja, it is optimal to take actions (Js)* = (Ja)* = 7°, which
implies

G‘(/u, 7U) = rn - Ia + L (/u) + aE [hs(7° — D — 1?)J
+ <xE [ ha( Ia - D - (1 - &,_,)£] - (rw - c)-7s

Then, G2 (7S, 7“ ) = QS (JS) + Q2 a (Ja) - (rn - c)-7s - (c - r")-7u (which implies 7“ 7a).
We claim that (Ja)* < 0. Note that QS (JS) is convex in Js and achieves its minimum at Js = 6 , Q2-a (Ja) is non-decreasing in Ja by
assumption. If (/“ )* 6 , constraints (3)— (6) and the condition 7“ =$: Ja would imply that (Ja)* = 6 and (Ja)* = 6. However, ac-
cording to the definition of 5, G 2 ( J , J ) < G2 (6 , 6 ) when <5 J < 6.Particularly, G2 (7U, 7U) < G2 (0, 6 ), so we get a contradiction!.
Now, QS ( JS ) is non-increasing in Js when P ^ (J“ )* < 0. Thus, G2 (P , Ja) = G2( Ja, Ja ). Applying constraints (3)-(6), the im-
plication 7“ Ja , the definition of 5 and the convexity of G2( J , J ), it ca be derived that it is optimal to take actions
(7s)* = ( JaT = 7°, whence G'(7U, 7°) = G2(7“ , 7“ ). Thus, by taking the optimal actions (7s)* = Ia, (7“ )* = 7“ and vv* = Ia - Is,

g ( P, Ia ) = rn- Ia + L (7U) + a£ Pis(7° - D - R )\
+ aE [ ha ( Ia - D - (1 - /3n

_,)KJ - rn- Is

K (n + Kin hn ( Is ) = — rnIsObviously,
h “ (7u) = r” -7u + L (7a) + a£ lhs(7a - D - £) J + aE [ hu ( Ia - D - (1 - £„_,)/?], both of which are univariate convex functions.
Tlien, g (7s, 7U) = G2 (7U, 7“ ) - c-P. — > 0 + rn — c r" — c, according to the definition of 5 and the convexity of
function G2 (J, 7).
Region G(i.e., 7“ < 5)

sas, n be decomposed by letting andcan as

First, G*(7S, 7“ ) = QS(7S) + 0l a (7a) - (rn - c)-7s(with 7U ^ 7°). Note that 0s(7s) is non-increasing in 7s when 7s 7“ 7“ < 5 6
due to the convexity of 0s(7s) and the definition of 0. Q1’a (7a) is non-increasing in 7“ when 7“ 7a < 5 6 £ due to the
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convexity of Ql ,a (Ja ) and the definition of Thus, applying constraints (3)-(6) and the condition Ia Ja means that it is optimal
to take actions ( J5 )* = (.Ja)* = Ia.
Next, G2 ( F , Ja) = QS (F ) + Q2'a ( Ja ) — (rn — c )- F — (c — rn ) - Ia (with Ia Ja). Similar arguments as in Region F implies
G2 (F , Ja) = G2 (/a, Ja). Since G2 ( J , J ) achieves its minimum at J = 5, it is optimal to take actions (Js)* = UaT = 8 when ac-
counting for constraints (3)-(6) and the condition Ia Ja. We get

G2(<5, 5 ) = c-5 + L(5) + ccE [hs(5 - D - R ) ]
+ ccE [ ha ( 5 — D - (1 — fa-JR] - (rn - c )-( F + Ia)

Note that G2(<5, 6 ) G1^, Ia) = G2 (/a, 7a) due to the definition of <5. Thus, by taking the optimal actions (Js )* = 5, (Ja)* = 5 and
u>* = Ia - Is ,

g ( Is, Ia ) = c- 5 + L( 5 ) + ccE [ hs (5 - D - R ) ]

+ ccE [ ha (5 - D - (1 - - r"-I* - (c - rn )- Ia.

K ( F ) + hna(/a) = -rn- Isg (is, n be decomposed by letting andAgain,
h° ( Ia ) = c - 5 + L( 5 ) + aE\hs (5 - D - R)] + ccE\ha ( 5 - D - (1 - ^n

_
l ) R ] - (c - r )- Ia , both of which are univariate convex

can as

dg (/*./ “ )functions. Moreover,
In summary, we have shown that the actions specified by Theorem 3.1 are optimal. The minimum expected cost-to-go function
g ( Is, Ia) indeed can be decomposed as the sum of two univariate convex functions and
the second and third statements of Proposition 3.2 are true in period n). Finally, according to (7) and the third statement of
Proposition 3.2,

= rn — c rn — c.dia

dg ( I s, Ia ) rn — c in all seven regions (i.e.,dia

^n+1«+ U Jn+l )
(c - rn+1) + hrn+l + a (rn - c) ^ 0

dJ“/7 + 1

In other words, G%+1( J*+l , J°+ l ) is increasing in J°+1.

Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at https://doi.Org/10.1016/j.tre.2020.
102035.
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